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SUMMARY

This paper presents a general formulation of the model predictive control (MPC) scheme for controlling
in real time the response of structures under earthquakes. The MPC scheme is based on an explicit use
of a prediction model of the system response to obtain the control actions by minimizing an objective
function. Optimization objectives in MPC include minimization of the di7erence between the predicted
and desired response trajectories, and the control e7ort subjected to certain constraints. In this study,
the prediction model is formulated using both feedforward (FF) and feedback (FB) components to
increase the e7ectiveness of the MPC scheme. The FF loop in the prediction model is formulated using
two types of input. First, it is designed using the established Kanai–Tajimi-type model to represent the
earthquake input. Second, a real-time FF loop is introduced using an auto-regressive (AR) model for
earthquake ground motion which is constantly updated using real-time on-line observations. The real-
time FF loop certainly promises to add predictive and adaptive features to the control actions to account
for any unusual features in the ground motion. The structural response with and without the FF and
FB loops are compared. Examples are used to demonstrate the eBcacy of the proposed methodology.
These examples show that the MPC-based controller is e7ective in reducing the structural response under
di7erent earthquakes which contain distinct features in their spectral and non-stationary descriptions. The
performance of the MPC scheme is then compared to H2 control strategies for di7erent time horizons.
The e7ectiveness of MPC is shown to be equivalent to the optimal control. This paper lays a foundation
for capturing the main strengths of MPC, i.e. computational expediency, real-time application, intrinsic
compensation for time delays, treatment of constraints and potential for future extensions in structural
control. Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Structural control is an attractive option for improving the performance of a variety of struc-
tures, including bridges, tall buildings, and o7shore structures. The performance of such sys-
tems under environmental loads has improved greatly as a result of theoretical and experimental
research and related development e7orts [1–9]. A comprehensive review of theoretical devel-
opments in control design can be found in Reference [10]. Details concerning their applications
to real structures can be found in Reference [11]. Benchmark problems conducted to assess
the performance of di7erent control strategies can be found in Reference [4]. The most com-
monly used scheme in controller design is linear quadratic regulator (LQR). Other schemes
like the H2 and H∞ were introduced in civil engineering and applied to structural control
design [2; 12–15]. The sliding mode control has been introduced by Utkin [16] and its poten-
tial applications have been given by Slotine [17] and Yang et al. [3]. Other schemes include
the predictive control which has been used in structural applications [18]. Lopez-Almansa
et al. [19] employed a modal approach in which the Jrst few modes were controlled to re-
duce the overall structural response. In a companion paper they presented this modal approach
experimentally [20].
Most of the control strategies reported in the literature have been based only on the FB

control. However, some studies also utilized a FF compensator which works in conjunction
with a FB loop (e.g., References [2; 13; 15; 21–23]). In this FF–FB scheme, the equations
of structural motion are augmented with an appropriate state-space excitation model that is
based on a Jltered Gaussian white noise process. The FF loops can be formulated using two
types of input. First, the FF loops can be based on established spectral characteristics of the
excitation (e.g. earthquakes, wind, and waves). Second, the FF loops can be based on actual
measurements and on-line models Jtted to the data (e.g. the auto-regressive (AR) model).
These loops are then used in conjunction with the equations of motion to determine both FF
and FB gains. Suhardjo et al. [2; 13] and Suhardjo and Kareem [5] presented the frequency-
domain optimal control of earthquake, wind and wave excited structures using FF–FB control
schemes. Yamada and Kobori [21] used an AR model to Jt on-line measurements of ground
acceleration into a state-space excitation model and used the LQR control to obtain the FF–FB
gains. Their results demonstrated that the FF–FB strategy enhanced the performance of the
controller.
MPC has been e7ectively used in chemical, automotive and aerospace industries [24–27].

MPC has been shown to be feasible for structural control applications by Mei et al. [22]. The
underlying concept of MPC is that the future behaviour of a structure is predicted from its
present response using a system dynamics model and control actions are determined so as to
optimize future structural behaviour over a prediction horizon. MPC o7ers a general framework
of posing the control problem in the time domain and can be used to integrate issues of the
optimal control, stochastic control, control of processes, with time delays, multivariable control
and future references. The concept is not limited to a particular system description, but the
computation and implementation depend on the model representation, e.g. state space, transfer
matrix, etc., Inclusion of constraints is conceptually simple and can be systematically included
during the design and implementation of the controller.
In this study, MPC is employed in conjunction with the FF–FB strategy to reduce structural

response under earthquake excitation. First, the Kanai–Tajimi earthquake model is used to
model the FF component of the FF–FB control. Next, a formulation of MPC with an AR
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model embedded in the FF loop is presented. In this manner, a real-time FF link is included to
introduce predictive and adaptive features to account for seismic events with unusual dynamic
features. The AR model in the FF loop is based on initial observations of the ground motion.
The model is constantly updated using new information. The time-series-based model is then
used to represent the state equations of the excitation. Finally, the structural system equations
are augmented with the excitation model to include real-time earthquake input.
A single- and a three-storey building examples are used to demonstrate the methodology.

The MPC-AR controller is shown to be e7ective in reducing structural response under a host
of earthquakes that contain distinct spectral and transient features. The results of the MPC
analysis are also compared with the H2-based control schemes.

The e7ectiveness of MPC is demonstrated to be equivalent to the optimal control. This paper
lays a foundation for capturing the main strengths of MPC, i.e. computational expediency, real-
time applications, intrinsic compensation for time delays, treatment of constraints and potential
for future extensions in structural control.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A building exposed to seismic excitation is modelled as an n-degree-of-freedom system:

M Lx +Cẋ +Kx=F−MI Lxg (1)

where M, C, and K are the mass, damping and sti7ness matrices, respectively; x, ẋ and Lx
are the n×1 displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors relative to the ground; I is the
n×1 identity vector; Lxg is the ground acceleration and F=Lu is the n×1 control force vector
generated by placing the actuator on di7erent Poors. L is an n×m matrix with elements equal
to zero or one depending on the placement of the actuator on di7erent Poors and u is an m× 1
control force vector. Equation (1) is expressed in a state-space format as follows:

ẋ=

[
ẋ
Lx

]
=

[
0 I

−M−1K −M−1C

][
x
ẋ

]
+

[
0

M−1L

]
u+

[
0
I

]
Lxg

=Ax+ Bu+G Lxg (2)

where G is a vector that represents the seismic load distribution.
For digital implementation of control, Equation (2) is expressed in discrete time as

x((k + 1)T )=Qx(kT ) + Ruu(kT ) + Rd Lxg(kT ) (3)

where Q=eAT is a 2n× 2n matrix, Ru=P1B and Rd=P1G are 2n×m matrices for which
P1 =

∫ T
0 eA� d� is a 2n× 2n matrix and T is the sampling time.
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3. FEEDFORWARD MODEL

3.1. Pre-established earthquake model: Kanai–Tajimi

The earthquake signal can be modelled as Jltered white noise process, the Jlter design is
based on a prescribed spectrum of ground motion, e.g. the Kanai–Tajimi model [28]. In this
discussion, the Kanai–Tajimi spectral description of the ground motion is used:

S(!)= S0

[
!4

g + 4!2
g�

2
g!

2

(!2 −!2
g)2 + 4!2

g�2g!2

]
(4)

where �g; !g and S0 are parameters which depend on the site soil characteristics and seismic
intensity. The transient or non-stationary feature of the earthquake is introduced through an
amplitude modulating function [29].
The transfer function is then decomposed to get the state-space realization of the earthquake

signal. The state-space representation can be expressed as

r(k + 1)= Arr(k) + Brer (k)

d(k) =Cr(k)r(k) (5)

where r(k) is a two-dimensional vector containing the states of the seismic excitation model,
er(k) is a stationary Gaussian vector white noise process and Cr(k) is a time-varying vector
that includes non-stationary excitation in this model. The matrices in the excitation model are
given by

Ar =

[
0 1

−!2
g −2�g!g

]
; Br =

[
0
1

]
; Cr(k)= g(k)[−!2

g − 2�g!g] (6)

where g(k) is a modulating function chosen to rePect the transient nature of the time-dependent
ground acceleration. This dynamic earthquake model can then be combined with the state-space
model of the structure to get an augmented state-space equation, which is used to perform
FF–FB control.

3.2. Real-time model of earthquake

The ground acceleration time history can be introduced using a time-varying auto-regressive
(AR) model to rePect the non-stationary features of ground motion. At each time instant
tk = kT; a p-dimensional AR model is formulated using the Yule–Walker equation. The simu-
lated seismic excitation at time tk is deJned as d(k). The error, er (k); between the measured
and the modelled excitation is then obtained at each step. The AR model is expressed in the
state-space form and is subsequently embedded in the overall system state-space equations as
follows:

r(k + 1) = Ar(k)r(k) + Br(k)er (k)

d(k) = Cr(k)r(k) +Dr(k)er(k)
(7)
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where

r(k) = [dT(k − p) dT(k − p+ 1) : : : dT(k − 2) dT(k − 1)]T (8)

Ar(k) =




0 1 : : : 0
: : : : : : : : : : : :
0 0 : : : 1

−ap(k) : : : : : : −a1(k)


 ; Br(k)= [0 : : : 1]

Cr(k) =−b0(k)[ap(k) : : : a1(k)]; Dr(k)= b0(k) (9)

ap(k); ap−1(k); : : : ; a1(k); b0(k) are obtained from the AR model at time tk .

4. STRUCTURE-EXCITATION MODEL

The building model described in Section 2 and the earthquake model given in Section 3 or
Section 4 are then combined to establish an augmented overall system model. From Equations
(3) and (7), the following augmented state-space representation is obtained:

z(k + 1)= Q̂(k)z(k) + R̂u(k)u(k) + R̂d(k)er (k) (10)

in which

z(k + 1)=

[
x(k + 1)
r(k + 1)

]
; Q̂(k)=

[
Q RdCr(k)
0 Ar(k)

]
;

R̂u(k) =

[
Ru
0

]
; R̂d(k)=

[
RdDr(k)
Br(k)

]
(11)

For the Kanai–Tajimi model Dr(k)=0.

5. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL (MPC) SCHEME

The MPC scheme is based on an explicit use of a prediction model of the system response to
obtain the control action by minimizing an objective function. Optimization objectives include
minimization of the di7erence between the predicted and reference response and the control
e7ort subject to certain constraints such as limits on the magnitude of the control force.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 1(a). First a reference trajectory, yr(k); is speciJed. The
reference trajectory is the desired target trajectory for the process output. This is followed by
an appropriate prediction model which is then used to determine the future building responses,
ŷ(k). The prediction model must be able to include the dynamic processes while remaining
simple enough to implement and understand. The prediction is made over a pre-established
extended time horizon using the current time as the prediction origin. For a discrete-time
model, this means predicting ŷ(k + 1); ŷ(k + 2); : : : ; ŷ(k + i) for i sample times in the future.
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Figure 1. (a) Basic MPC scheme. (b) FF–FB control system.

This prediction is based on both actual past control inputs u(k); u(k − 1); : : : ; u(k − j) and on
the sequence of future control e7orts determined using the prediction model that are needed
to satisfy a prescribed optimization objective. The control signals that are determined using
the prediction model are then applied to the structure, and the actual system output, y(k); is
found. Finally, the actual measurement, y(k); is compared to the model prediction ŷ(k) and
the prediction error (ê(k)=y(k) − ŷ(k)) is utilized to update future predictions. The plant
input can be of various types as shown in Figure 1(b).
In the general model predictive control, the discrete-time state-space equations of the system

are expressed as

x(k + 1) = Qx(k) + RU (k)

y(k) = Cx(k) +DU (k)
(12)
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where U (k)= [uT(k) LxTg (k) w
T
u (k) w

T(k) wT
z (k)]

T; wu(k); w(k) and wz(k) could be combined
into a single unmeasured disturbance variable entering at the plant output. The unmeasured
disturbance terms, wu(k); wk and wz(k) are set equal to zero.

When a structure-excitation model with an embedded AR model is used the overall system
states are increased. The prediction model is then expressed as

ẑ(k + 1|k) = Q̂ẑ(k|k − 1) + R̂uû(k|k − 1) + R̂der(k|k) + R̂eê(k|k) (13)

ŷ(k|k − 1) =Cẑ(k|k − 1) (14)

where ẑ(k + 1|k) estimates the state at a future sampling period, k + 1; using the information
available at time step k; ŷ(k|k−1) estimates the structural output at time k based on information
at k − 1; C = [I 0]; R̂e is a constant estimator gain matrix; and ê(k|k) is the estimated error
deJned as ê(k|k)=y(k)− ŷ(k|k − 1).

Using Equation (10), the process output predicted at the kth step and the subsequent time
steps k + j; j=1; : : : ; p can be expressed as a function of the current state vector z(k) and
the control vector u(k) as follows:

U(k) =Hu(k) + Yzẑ(k|k − 1) + Yder(k) + Yeê(k|k) (15)

U(k) = [ŷT(k + 1|k) : : : ŷT(k + p|k)]T; u(k)= [û(k + 1|k) : : : û(k + #− 1|k)]T (16)

The reference output can be written as Ur(k)= [yT
r (k + 1|k) : : : yT

r (k + p|k)]T where p is
the prediction horizon and # is the control horizon.
The control objective function is given by

J = 1
2[U(k)−Ur(k)]T VQ[U(k)−Ur(k)] + 1

2u
T(k) VRu(k) (17)

By minimizing J , the optimal predictive control force is given by

u=[HT VQH + VR]−1HT VQ[Yzẑ(k|k − 1) + Yder(k) + Yeê(k|k)] (18)

in which H; VQ; VR; Yz; Yd and Ye are given in the appendix.
The MPC formulation presented in the preceding section is utilized in the following examples

to demonstrate its application to building structures.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS

The equation of motion for the single-degree-of-freedom system shown with cable bracing in
Figure 2 is given by

Lx0(t) + 2�!0ẋ0(t) +!2
0x0(t)=− Lxg(t)− 4kc cos '

m
u0(t) (19)

where x0; ẋ0; and Lx0 are the horizontal relative displacement, velocity and acceleration of the
Jrst Poor; Lxg is the ground acceleration; u0 is the actuator displacement; m; � and !0 are the
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Figure 2. SDOF active tendon system.

mass, damping and angular frequency, respectively; kc is the sti7ness of the cable and ' is the
cable angle. These parameters are deJned as m=2922:7 kg; �=0:0124; !0 = 21:79 rad=s; kc =
371950:8N=m; and '=36◦.

The earthquake input to the building can be formulated in two ways. One approach in-
volves modelling earthquake using the Kanai–Tajimi spectral model. The other utilizes the
actual measurements to model the real-time excitation using an AR model. Details of both
are discussed in the following section. The actual system response is then used to estimate
the control force deJned by the MPC strategy. An actuator may be used to introduce tension
in cables to meet the desired response control objective. The dynamic control–structure inter-
action is not considered here in this study. However, as shown in Reference [30], it can be
accounted for by including the dynamics of the actuator in the overall system model.

6.1. Kanai–Tajimi spectral model

In this example, Jrst the earthquake excitation is generated using the Kanai–Tajimi spectral
model. Details are given in Section 3. The prediction and control horizons are chosen to be 5
and 2, respectively. The weighting matrices are Q= I(2×2) and R=100.
Figure 3 compares the displacement responses without control (dash line) and with MPC

control using the Kanai–Tajimi model (solid line). Figures 4, 5 and 6 compare the displace-
ment, acceleration response, and control force using MPC control alone (dash line) and MPC
control using the Kanai–Tajimi model (solid line). It is noted that the FF–FB case (MPC plus
Kanai–Tajimi) performs better than the FB case (MPC alone) as shown in Jgures. Table I
lists numerical values obtained by utilizing the MPC FB and MPC FF–FB schemes. Clearly,
the FF–FB control of MPC is better than the FB control alone. Using almost the same control
force, the MPC FF–FB control produces a higher response reduction than the MPC FB control.
The prescribed spectral model can be implemented either o7- or on-line, which requires

that the spectral density of the earthquake excitation be known a priori. This is not practical,
and may only be e7ective in cases when the earthquake characteristics match the prescribed
spectral model, e.g. the Kanai–Tajimi model. The e7ectiveness of the control action could
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Figure 3. Displacement response without control and with
MPC=Kanai–Tajimi scheme, (#=2; p=5; R=100).

Figure 4. Displacement response using MPC=Kanai–Tajimi and MPC schemes (#=2; p=5; R=100).

Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Earthquake Engng Struct. Dyn. 2001; 30:995–1019
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Figure 5. Acceleration using MPC=Kanai–Tajimi model and MPC schemes (#=2; p=5; R=100).

Figure 6. Control forces using MPC=Kanai–Tajimi model and MPC schemes (#=2; p=5; R=100).
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Table I. Comparison between the MPC=Kanai–Tajimi model and MPC.

(x (cm) (Lx (cm=s2) (u (kN) xmax (cm) Lxmax (cm=s2) umax (kN)

Without control 0.31 141.5 — 0.94 447.7 —
MPC 3:77× 10−2 35.4 0.453 0.19 181.1 2.297
Percentage change 88% 75% — 80% 60% —
MPC=Kanai–Tajimi 3:28× 10−2 25.8 0.455 0.16 129.3 2.334
Percentage change 90% 82% 0.38% 93% 71% 1.6%

Figure 7. 1940 El Centro earthquake.

be reduced if the earthquake characteristics are either di7erent from the Kanai–Tajimi model
or change rapidly. In order to overcome this shortcoming, in the following case, a real-time
model based on actual measurements is utilized.

6.2. MPC-AR control scheme

The FF based on AR modelling provides a practical way to apply the FF–FB control scheme
more e7ectively. The 1940 El Centro earthquake record (Figure 7) was scaled to 0.25 of
its maximum intensity and used in this analysis to excite the example building. Figures 8
and 9 compare the displacement and acceleration obtained using no control (dash line) with
those obtained using the MPC-AR model (solid line). Both the displacement and acceleration
responses are signiJcantly reduced in the presence of the controller. Figures 10 and 11 compare
the displacement and acceleration response obtained using the MPC alone (dash line) with
those obtained using MPC-AR (solid line). The corresponding control forces are given in
Figure 12. Table II lists comparisons of the response using no control, MPC alone, and
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Figure 8. Comparison of uncontrolled building displacement with
MPC-AR scheme (#=2; p=5; R=500).

Figure 9. Comparison of uncontrolled building acceleration with
MPC-AR scheme (#=2; p=5; R=500).
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Figure 10. Comparison of displacement response.

Figure 11. Comparison of acceleration response between MPC-AR
and MPC schemes (#=2; p=5; R=500).
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Figure 12. Comparison of control forces between MPC-AR and MPC schemes (#=2; p=5; R=500).

Table II. Comparison between the MPC-AR model and MPC.

(x (cm) (Lx (cm=s2) (u (kN) xmax (cm) Lxmax (cm=s2) umax (kN)

Without control 7:53× 10−2 37.8 — 0.25 135.4 —
MPC 2:01× 10−2 14.6 0.099 0.10 101.5 0.672
Percentage change 73.3% 61.3% — 60.0% 25.0% —
MPC-AR 1:60× 10−2 13.4 0.083 7:80× 10−2 95.1 0.622
Percentage change 78.3% 64.4% −15.6% 68.8% 29.7% −7.37%

MPC-AR. The results show that when the MPC-AR model is used, the control performance is
better than the scheme using MPC alone and furthermore, the control force is smaller. Clearly,
the FF–FB control is more e7ective than the FB control scheme.
The performance of MPC scheme is compared to the H2 control strategies. In Figure 13, the

root mean square (rms) value of the displacement and control force obtained using the MPC
and H2 control strategies are given as a function of the weighting parameter, R. In the MPC
scheme, the value of prediction horizon, p, is varied to take the following values: 1; 5; 10; 15
and 20. The control horizon, #, is kept smaller than the selected prediction horizon. These are
chosen accordingly to be 1; 2; 2; 3 and 4. Control forces are kept at a constant level between
the end of the predictive and control horizons, i.e. u(k + #+ i|k)= u(k + #|k); #+ 16i6p.
Figure 13 shows that the control performance depends on the value of the prediction horizon
(p) or the weighting matrix (R). On one hand, the increase in R limits the control force,
which results in less displacement reduction. On the other hand, an increase in the prediction
horizon results in better control performance. The rms value of the controlled displacement
decreases as p increases although there is a simultaneous increase in the control force. It is

Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Earthquake Engng Struct. Dyn. 2001; 30:995–1019
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Figure 13. Comparison between MPC and H2 control (RMS of displacement).

evident that the increased control force decreases the displacement response of the structure.
Therefore, better control performance is observed when the prediction horizon is longer.
As the prediction horizon approaches inJnity, the cost function of the MPC strategy is close

to the H2 control scheme. Accordingly, the control performance by MPC and H2 is nearly
the same. Figure 13 shows that as the prediction horizon becomes longer, the performance of
MPC approaches that of the H2 control scheme.
Figure 14 shows the control force vs displacement for the H2 and MPC-AR methods. The

results demonstrate that the e7ectiveness of the H2 and MPC schemes is equivalent. Using
the same control force MPC reduces the displacement response to the level reached by the H2

control scheme.
The preceding study is repeated with the addition of an on-line AR model as a FF link

to the controller design. The results are shown in Figure 15. Figure 15 shows comparison of
MPC-AR the scheme and the LQG-AR scheme. The MPC-AR scheme shows a slightly better
performance than LQG-AR. The computation e7orts used for the MPC-AR scheme is 0:015 s
per time step. The computation e7orts for the LQG-AR scheme is 0:060 s per time step. For
the AR model system identiJcation 0:011 s per time step are needed. So for the MPC-AR
scheme, most of the time is consumed in system identiJcation. However, for the LQG-AR
model most time is used in solving the Riccati equation.

Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Earthquake Engng Struct. Dyn. 2001; 30:995–1019
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Figure 14. Comparison between MPC and H2.

Finally, the Kobe and Hachinohe earthquake acceleration time histories are used as inputs to
assess the e7ectiveness and robustness of the MPC-AR control scheme. As shown in Table III,
Figures 16 and 17, the structural response is reduced signiJcantly when the MPC-AR scheme
is employed. These results suggest that the MPC-AR model is e7ective in controlling a wide
range of ground accelerations that have their own distinct features.

6.3. Analysis of a three-storey building using the MPC-AR model

In this example, a three-storey building [31] is used to demonstrate the MPC-AR scheme
using the state FB obtained from each Poor of the building. The mass, sti7ness and damping
matrices of the building are given in Table IV. In this example, the sti7ness of the active
tendon is kc = 3:7197× 105 N=m and '=36◦ (Figure 18). The active tendon is installed at the
Jrst Poor. In this example, Q= I(3×3); p=5 and #=2.

Like in the previous example, the MPC scheme is Jrst used alone to control the three-storey
building which is followed by the MPC-AR scheme. The comparison between the two methods
is listed in Table V which shows both the rms and maximum values of the displacement
and acceleration of the top Poor, and the control force. The weighting matrix is chosen as
R=3000 for the MPC and R=5000 for the MPC-AR model. Di7erent values of R are used
to ensure that a comparable control force is generated in both cases. Table V shows that
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Figure 15. Control performance of LQG-AR and MPC-AR with
di7erent prediction and control horizons.

Figure 16. MPC-AR scheme under Kobe earthquake excitation (#=2; p=5; R=100).
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Figure 17. MPC-AR scheme under Hachinohe earthquake excitation (#=2; p=5; R=100).

Figure 18. 3-storey building using active tendon control.

with a smaller control force, the MPC-AR scheme o7ers a better control action than MPC
alone. Both the rms and maximum response values obtained using MPC-AR are lower than
those obtained using MPC alone. This further points at the superiority of the FF–FB control
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Table V. Comparison of MPC-AR and MPC schemes using a three-storey building.

Third Poor response (x (cm) ( Lx (cm=s2) (f (kN) xmax (cm) Lxmax (cm=s2) fmax(kN)

Uncontrolled 0.16 46.5 — 0.38 154.6 —

MPC 0.0602 22.1 0.106 0.26 143.2 0.517
(62.4%) (52.4%) (32.4%) (7.4%)

MPC-AR 0.0518 17.7 0.092 0.22 138.4 0.441
(67.6%) (61.9%) (−14:3%) (43.0%) (10.5%) (−14:7%)

Figure 19. Comparison of uncontrolled Jrst Poor displacement
with MPC-AR scheme (#=2; p=5; R=5000).

using MPC-AR over MPC with FB only. The controlled response of the structure is shown
in Figures 19–22. Figures 19 and 20 show the displacement of the Jrst and top Poors of the
building, respectively, whereas, Figures 21 and 22 show the acceleration of the Jrst and top
Poors of the building, respectively. The dashed lines represent the uncontrolled case, and the
solid lines represent the controlled response using the MPC-AR scheme. Figure 23 shows the
control force needed in this example.
This example has demonstrated how the MPC-AR model can e7ectively control multi-

degree-of-freedom systems. On the Sun Sparc Ultra 30 workstation, the three-storey building
took 0:002 s for each time step if MPC was used alone and 0:019 s for each time step for MPC-
AR model. Because the AR model is estimated at each time step, system identiJcation used
up most of the time involved. More eBcient AR identiJcation schemes are being considered
to further reduce the computational e7ort for digital implementation of this scheme in scale
experiments. The availability of high-speed actuators and computers has made it possible to
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Figure 20. Comparison of uncontrolled top Poor displacement
with MPC-AR scheme (#=2; p=5; R=5000).

Figure 21. Comparison of uncontrolled Jrst Poor acceleration
with MPC-AR scheme (#=2; p=5; R=5000).
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Figure 22. Comparison of uncontrolled top Poor acceleration
with MPC-AR scheme (#=2; p=5; R=5000).

Figure 23. Control force using MRC-AR scheme (#=2; p=5; R=5000).
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explore the potentials of MPC scheme which promises to enhance our ability to improve the
performance of structure under extreme loads.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a real-time model predictive control (MPC) was applied to reduce structural
response under earthquake induced loads. First MPC with only a FB scheme was presented.
Second, the MPC scheme including both the FB and FF scheme was formulated. Two types
of input were used to represent the FF loop in this approach. First, the Kanai–Tajimi model
was used, which represented the FF loop based on the established earthquake spectral charac-
teristics. Second, the MPC-AR scheme was introduced in which actual real-time measurements
obtained on-line were utilized to model the FF component. The FF model using these two
methodologies were then augmented with the equations of motion of the structure to determine
the FF–FB gains.
This study clearly demonstrated the e7ectiveness of the general MPC strategy for reducing

structural response and associated load e7ects under earthquake loads. The performance of
MPC in the inJnite horizon case was shown to be comparable to the H2 strategies. In addition,
the MPC scheme is easier to implement in a digital control application that utilizes real-time
measurements of excitation. A parameter study was also conducted to delineate the inPuence
of di7erent weighting factors on the control force, and prediction and control horizons.
MPC with the FF–FB components clearly enhanced the performance of the controller, e.g.

the Kanai–Tajimi model provided an improved reduction in the response when compared to
MPC with FB only. However, since this method depends on a prescribed spectral model of
earthquake, it may not always yield satisfactory performance for earthquakes with features
that di7er from those captured in this model. This shortcoming can be alleviated by an MPC-
AR-based FF–FB scheme, which can be employed in real time for any earthquake input. The
results obtained using the MPC-AR scheme showed further improvement over MPC with only
FB.
This paper has demonstrated the eBcacy of MPC scheme in controlling structural motions

under earthquakes and provided the framework for capturing the attractive features of MPC, i.e.
computational expediency and real-time applications. An attractive feature of MPC concerning
its intrinsic ability to include constraints in the design process is being currently examined by
the authors for structural control applications.

APPENDIX

H =




H1 0 : : : 0
: : : : : : : : : : : :
H# H#−1 : : : H1

H#+1 H# : : : H1 +H2

: : : : : : : : : : : :
Hp Hp−1 : : : H1 + · · ·+Hp−#



; Hk = CQ̂

k−1
R̂u (A1)
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Yz = [(CQ̂)T (CQ̂
2
)T : : : (CQ̂

p
)T]T (A2)

Ye =

[
(CR̂e)T (C(I + Q̂)R̂e)T : : :

(
C

p∑
k=1

(Q̂
k−1

)R̂e

)T
]T

(A3)

Yd =
[
HT
v1 H

T
v1 +HT

v2 : : :
p∑
k=1

HT
vk

]T
; Hvk =CQ̂

k−1
R̂d (A4)

and

VQ=



Q : : : 0
: : : : : : : : :
0 : : : Q


 ; VR=



R : : : 0
: : : : : : : : :
0 : : : R


 ; Q=

[
I 0
0 0

]
; R= I (A5)
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